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Graphene oxide (GO) with an abnormal structure was isolated in alcoholic solvent. An abnormally low C-O/C-C ratio and large red-shift of the C=O vibration indicated that the GO was a reduction intermediate of graphene oxide, which could be reduced more easily under mild conditions, even without reducing chemicals.

Considering the superior properties of graphene (i.e., giant carrier mobility, thermal, chemical, and optical properties) discovered since it was first isolated from graphite using a simple taping method, the enormous current interest in it is only natural. Graphene oxide (GO), which is the highly oxygenated graphene of a single layer of graphite, has also been researched extensively due to the convenience of using it to make composites with polymers, films with a large area, paper-like materials and/or a reduction intermediate of GO. In this study, we considered how to obtain stable RGO or how modified from these methods or not, seems so simple that one can consider that the intermediates were made of an easily reducible GO sheet at low temperature, which could be applied to the same graphite oxide to obtain purified GO. Based on reports revealing that GO consists of oxygenated and non-oxygenated regions of sp²-carbon-clusters (SPCCs), we considered that the chemical structure of GO varied according to the size of SPCCs (See Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) Fig. S1). We thought that if a GO sheet had different kinds of SPCCs, the variants should have different dispersion stabilities in a solvent.

Based on this simple concept, we analyzed for periodically exfoliated GO from the same graphite oxide in an alcoholic solvent and found that the exfoliated GO had an abnormal structure suspected as an oxidation intermediate of graphene, and/or a reduction intermediate of GO. In this study, we characterized the structure of the abnormal GO exfoliated in the alcoholic solvent (e-GO). In addition, partially reduced GO (rGO) was introduced to compare a reduction intermediate of GO. We then showed that the intermediates were made of an easily reducible GO sheet at low temperature, which could be applied to the printed electronics as an electrode material. Except for the direct reduction of GO film with hydrogen gas, which requires a high reaction temperature, the reduction of GO using chemical methods has a critical problem with the agglomeration of reduced GO (RGO; completely reduced form of GO). We had difficulty obtaining a high quality thin film with the coagulated RGO. For this reason, gaseous hydrazine has been applied to the reduction of thin film GO. However, it is hard to obtain complete RGO film due to the diffusion limit of gaseous hydrazine over a short reaction time. We considered how to obtain stable RGO or how to control the oxygen content of RGO using hydrazine in a solution without coagulation of the RGO sheet. If such a process is possible, we will be able to modify the electrical property of RGO with reasonable coating property for further applications. For this purpose, in this study, we developed and characterized e-GO and rGO with high stability in water.
A considerable amount of e-GO (about 0.11 g) was obtained, while the amount of exfoliated GO for 30 min sonication in distilled water from the same graphite oxide after the exfoliation of e-GO (ew-GO) was about 0.25 g. A dispersion study on graphite oxide in various solutions indicated that GO was hardly dispersed in the absolute ethanol. However, we found that some of GO from graphite oxide can be well dispersed in an ethanol solution with a small amount of distilled water as shown in Fig. 1f. Far from our expectation, the e-GO had an abnormally low C=O/C-C ratio compared to about 3:2 (including C=O) of GOs reported in the literature as shown in Fig. 1b. The same result was obtained several times at different oxidation conditions (See ESI Fig. S2). Apparently, the heterogeneity of reaction mixture is the main reason for the formation of e-GO. In Fig. 1e, synthesized XPS spectra of C1s from e-GO and ew-GO by a weight factor after normalization to C-C had a similar curve compared to the Ref. GO, which means that the e-GO and ew-GO are hardly affected by the exfoliation conditions. What is more, e-GO is the earliest portion detached from GO sheets of graphite oxide by sonication for 5 min. Imagine the frayed surface of graphite after oxidation. A common sense on GO exfoliation would be that highly oxygenated GO should be the first detached from graphite oxide. Interestingly, the peak position of the C=O vibration of e-GO in Fig. 2b is red-shifted about 28 cm$^{-1}$ (from 1725 cm$^{-1}$ to 1697 cm$^{-1}$) compared to ew-GO.

Considering the vibration of C-O by unsaturated carboxylic group placed below 1700 cm$^{-1}$, this result is indicating that e-GO is less oxidized than normal GO. We had obtained intermediates of RGO through a weak reduction of GO using hydrazine and compared the peak position of C=O. In Fig. 2c, we can clearly see the shifting of the C=O vibration as the degree of reduction is increased by an increase of the reducing agent (added 0.034 (rGO1), 0.064 (rGO2), 0.102 (rGO3), 0.136 (rGO4), 0.170 (rGO5), and 0.34 ml (rGO6) of 0.8 wt% hydrazine to 30 ml of 0.02 wt% Ref. GO). Based on the FT-IR results, we consider the unusual e-GO as a kind of oxidation intermediate of graphene. In the cases of rGO4 and rGO5, reduced by more hydrazine, they showed a slightly blue-shifted (about 8 cm$^{-1}$) C=O vibration compared to rGO3 (Fig. 2d), which will be explained in the next section.

Fig. 1 (a) An image of graphite oxide, XPS spectra of C1s from: (b) Exfoliated GO for 5 min sonication in the 98% ethanol solvent (e-GO), (c) Exfoliated GO for 30 min sonication in distilled water from the same graphite oxide after the exfoliation of e-GO (ew-GO), (d) Exfoliated GO for 30 min sonication in distilled water from a graphite oxide using the same method as for preparation of (b) (Ref. GO), (e) Synthesized XPS spectra of C1s from e-GO and ew-GO after normalization to C-C and then input weight factor, (f) Photographs of e-GO and ew-GO samples. All the XPS spectra were fitted after a Shirley background correction.
An uncommon behavior was observed during our investigation on the rGO. Reduction of GO in an aqueous solution gave only aggregated RGO due to the van der Waals forces between sheets of RGO, which is the same as with graphite24 and low polarity of RGO in polar aqueous media. Thus, we may be confident in our prediction that a reaction mixture of MO is more unstable in aggregation as the reactant increases. Naturally, we will say that a higher content of reducing agent will also result in faster aggregation of GO. However, as shown in Fig. 3a, the lower end in a certain range of reducing agent content produces faster aggregation of rGO (added 0.034 (rGO1’), 0.064 (rGO2’), 0.102 (rGO3’), 0.136 (rGO4’), and 0.170 (rGO5’) of 8 wt% hydrazine to 30 ml of 0.2 wt% Ref. GO). The same experiments were carried out several times and had the same coagulation tendency. The surface image of spin coated rGO’ samples showed a similar trend of coagulation as seen in Fig. 3b. This interesting phenomenon appears to be related to the structure of reduction intermediates of GO, which have various SPCCs, the size of which is dependent on the concentration of the reducing agent.

As we mentioned, GO consists of non-oxygenated and oxygenated regions.16–17 When a small amount of reducing agent is reacted with GO, we can image that the hydrazine starts to seek oxygenated sites to reduce where they become a more stable intermediate of RGO. The moderately slow reaction rate of hydrazine in the reaction mixture apparently allows enough time to find those sites. (See ESI Fig. S3) Consequently, the most likely sites on GO to be reduced are the sites near preexisting sp2 carbon, since the reduced sites are easily conjugated with them and thus stabilized thermodynamically. This gives a reduction intermediate with large SPCCs on GO, which leads to coagulation of rGO quickly. Increasing the hydrazine content seems to reduce most of the oxygenated sites of GO and to form new small SPCCs.16 It still has oxygenated regions surrounding the sp2 carbon, which obstructs and delays the coagulation between sheets of rGO in the solution. The blue-shifted C=O vibration in Fig. 2d and the increasing D band of Raman spectra in Fig. 4a for rGO4 and rGO5 as the hydrazine content increases appears related to the reduction intermediate of GO with small SPCCs. On rGO6, further reduction using hydrazine creates giant SPCCs on GO by combining the small SPCCs and leads to faster coagulation than rGO5 due to an increase of the van der Waals force between rGO sheets in the solution.

The broadness and intensity of the G and D bands in Raman spectra from GO or rGO is related to the oxide concentration, the structural defects, and/or the disordered carbon bonds as has been reported in many studies.25–26 Thus, the degree of oxidation in GO can be estimated by the D/G intensity ratio and the broadness of the bands. In the case of rGO, the intensity of the D band depends mostly on the size of SPCCs in a similar C-O/C-C ratio of rGO because a SPCC is surrounded by non-sp2 carbon including oxygen. In other words, the size of SPCCs is determined by the number of SPCC in a similar C-O/C-C ratio of rGO (Fig. 4d). Thus, the D band increases as the number of SPCC increases if the SPCC has Raman active six-folded symmetries of condensed benzene rings: breathing mode of A1g symmetry activated by disordering.25 In Fig. 4b, we observe a fluctuation in the D/G intensity ratio as the hydrazine content increases, while the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the D band decreases greatly. The Raman spectra of rGO1 and rGO2 have slightly lower D/G ratios and broader D bands than those of the reference GO, which indicates that the size of preexisting SPCCs on rGO1 and rGO2 is increased by reduction rather than new SPCCs being created. In contrast, rGO4 and rGO5 have higher D/G ratios and sharper D bands than the rGO1, rGO2 or reference GO. Considering the increase of the D band and the decrease of FWHM directly related to the number of SPCCs with similar six-folded symmetries, this result confirms that a significant number of small sized SPCCs with a similar six-folded symmetries is created on rGO reacted with a high content of hydrazine in this study.

During the investigation on the reduction intermediates of GO, we also found an unusual result regarding the electrical conduction of rGO. When hydrazine is added to the GO dispersion, we would expect that the higher content of hydrazine would produce rGO film with higher electrical conduction in a certain range of hydrazine content (before adding an excess of hydrazine to the GO dispersion). As shown in Fig. 5a and 5b, however, all the rGO, regardless of hydrazine content, had similar conductivities when they were spin-coated immediately after the preparation of rGO’ samples. This result suggests that a drying temperature of 120 °C can drive every hydrazine in the solution to react with oxygenated sites immediately and form a small non-oxygenated region on a rGO sheet, but in large numbers. If the oxygenated area is sufficiently close and/or small to conjugate with the non-oxygenated regions of SPCCs, they can easily be reduced by a drying temperature of 120 °C and stabilized as part of the honeycomb structure of graphene. The sudden drop of the C-O/C-C ratio of rGO6 in Fig. 4d is seemingly related to this interconnection between SPCCs. A similar phenomenon is observed in electrical conductance of c-GO film. Generally, GO has been known as a non-conductor due to fact that its oxygenated carbons are hardly reduced at temperatures below 200 °C in a few minute.
sample compared to the reference GO and D/G band ratio of each rGO including the reference GO. (c) C1s XPS spectra of rGO normalized to C-C bond energy, (d) C-O/C-C ratio of each rGO and the reference GO (note that minor hidden peaks such as C-N and C=O are ignored).

Fig. 5 (a) Sheet resistances of as-reacted rGO films dependent on transmittance, (b) Sheet resistances of rGO films dependent on reaction time compared at around 72% transmittance of 550 nm (the insets are microscope images of the films), (c) Sheet resistances of e-GO films according to heating temperature and time, (d) Transmittance of e-GO films in (c).

Fig. 6 TEM image of exfoliated GO in the alcoholic solvent for 5 min sonication (e-GO). Inset is enlarged photo indicating SPCCs (yellow circles) and highly oxidized areas (white circles).

In the case of e-GO, it is easily reduced by a heat treatment below 200 °C for a few minutes as shown in Fig. 5c. In addition, the TEM image of e-GO in Fig. 6 also supports the hypothesis by showing small SPCCs placed irregularly on e-GO.

Conclusions

Until now, the C-O/C-C ratio of GO has been considered one of the most important factors that control properties of GO. We would like to suggest that the size of SPCCs and their distribution on GO are more important factors at a similar C-O/C-C ratio. Based on the controlled reduction of GO, the size of SPCCs was determined by a certain ratio between the hydrazine and oxygen contents on GO. At a low ratio, owing to the thermodynamic effect of conjugation with the preexisting SPCCs, the reduction of GO resulted in an enlargement of preexisting SPCCs on GO rather than the creation of new small SPCCs; this resulted in the coagulation of rGO. At a high ratio, all the oxygen group on GO are reacted to create new small SPCCs on the GO. This rGO has a lower attraction force between sheets and still has many non-sp² bonds at the boundaries of the small SPCCs, which prohibit coagulation; this process seems to be a major reason for the high stability of rGO in the solution. Further reduction creates giant SPCCs on GO by combining the small SPCCs, leading to coagulation. Another discovery is that the proportion of oxidation intermediate of graphene can be estimated by the position of the C=O vibration when we separate the intermediate using the method in this work. Based on the results, we should consider that the presence of intermediates in the GO mixture has affected somewhat the interpretation of GO in the substantial literature on this topic. In addition, we were able to figure out which structure of GO should be reduced more easily under mild conditions, even without reducing chemicals, and resulted in RGO with a similar or higher conductivity than normal RGO, which is highly desired property as an electrode material in the field of printed electronics.
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